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Fine journalism. Slightly aged.

“This fantastic piece by Katie Renda took a confusing, foreign idea and 
made it very relatable to students— an incredible feat.  Katie worked 
diligently contacting a lot of people to make sure her piece was unbiased and 
represented all sides of the conflict. This piece provided an imperative service 
for the many who did not understand the possible impact that the TRI could 
have on them and their future.”
       NATALIE DIBLASIO
  NEWS EDITOR

 It’s been such a good semester for The Cynic. You’ve firmly established three news beats—
SGA, ResLife & Administration—and laid the groundwork for two others: Crime and Greek Life. 
You’ve improved news and feature writing, refined your layouts and, through keen attention to ad 
sales and cost cutting, come out of a financial deficit without ever missing an issue. Fine work!
  Plus, the content has been good. At times, it’s been freaking awesome.
 In The Retread, we honor the best of the best for Spring 2010: those staff members who 
stood out in their independent efforts to make their essential parts of The Cynic better than ever.  All 
winners receive a $25 Borders gift card as a token of thanks. Without their work—and yours—The 
Cynic could not be as good as it is.
 Sincerely, thanks for all that you do.

—Chris Evans,
Media Adviser

Story of the Semester Award: 
        KATIE RENDA
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Photo of the Semester Award: 
       HARRISON BIGLER

“This is an amazing photo 
because it captures the 
intensity of the player as well 
as the anticipation of the 
crowd. The photo also has 
depth to it which makes the 
photo look realistic.”

KRUTI KANSARA
PHOTO EDITOR

Lede of the Semester Award: 
PATRICK DOWD

When the lines of artistic expression are 
drawn in spray paint, University policy 
calls it vandalism.
“Pat Dowd’s writing style is often creative, artistic, and informational, as epitomized 
by this lede. While using a concise phrase to explain the circumstances of the story 
(about graffiti and vandalism on campus), Pat also includes the conflict in the lede. The 
reader ultimately gets a brief look into the story that follows, is drawn in by the conflict 
presented, and all the while is graced with Pat’s literary skills. This lede, along with 
many others, shows Pat’s talent as a writer and as a journalist.”

ELLIOT DEBRUYN
MANAGING EDITOR
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Headline of the Semester Award: 
MAX HARWOOD

No mercy for sink,
no sink for Mercy
“Max Harwood’s headline “No sink for mercy, no mercy for sink” was by far the best this 
year! It was a witty play on words that caught the eye, intrigued the mind and tripped off 
the tongue. Max’s innate cleverness and sense of humor really came out in this headline, 
and it reflected all of his hard work this semester. Max took on the news section to make 
sure the paper could still bring UVM students the news. This year, Max has worked above 
and beyond, and it has really shown.”

HAYLLEY JOHNSON
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Biz Coup of the Semester Award: 
MIKE TRIMBLE

“Have you seen the above on vermontcynic.com? I bet you haven’t, but it’s there: a tiny 
wisp of an ad—actually, three hyperlinked ads, for pens, CDs and caps—that brings in $100s 
every semester. It’s an example of the ad expansion perpetrated by Mike Trimble—with 
the help of his co-manager in advertising, Jon Gilman—who keep the Cynic fluid in a time 
of plummeting national ad sales. Without Mike and Jon, the Cynic simply wouldn’t exist, 
because we wouldn’t have the money to pay for the paper and ink.”

CHRIS EVANS
MEDIA ADVISER

Outside the Print: UVM students carry personalized pens to and 
from class in Burlington. Other students setup a certificate of deposit 
in Burlington to expand their finances. Want custom hats in Burling-
ton? Check out custom caps!

http://www.inkhead.com/personalized-pens+personalized-pencils/personalized-pens-_ca-152-1.html
http://www.sovereignbank.com/personal/banking/savings/certificate-of-deposit.asp
http://www.pinnaclepromotions.com/category/headwear/1370/1/
http://www.pinnaclepromotions.com/category/headwear/1370/1/
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Layout of the Semester Award: 
      DANIELLE BILOTTA

“The baseball diamond is a good layout element 
because it pulls the whole package together. There 
are multiple points of entry to the article: the 
diamond, headline/subhead, pull quote and the 
article itself, making the package more interesting. 
This is one of many examples from layout this year 
that show the progress made in making the paper 
more visually appealing.”

AMANDA HAYWARD
LAYOUT EDITOR


